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Class of '75 hikes
students to 1,300
The Admissions Department is
pleased both with the quality and the
quantity of applications received for
the class of 1975. The amountofap-
plications received was uplO%from
last year which had been the best
year in the history of the college.
'rhus far the admissions office has
received 1,250 applications. Trans-
fer applications have not been pro-
cessed as yet. The office has ac-
cepted 490 men and 340 women.
There arc places for approximately
240 men and 180 women. Scholar.,
ships have been offered to 50 men
and 40 women. At the lime of this
writing, ]82 women and 220 men
havepaid their advance reservation
deposits. Twenty men are on the
waiting list. There is no waiting list
AlphaSigs
bow out to
hounds tooth
by Robyn Snodgrass
Mr. Lombard, Director of Re-
idence Halls, has outlined to the
'OLLEGIAN the summer plans for
he renovation and redecoration of
en's dormitories. Most ambttlous,
is his plan for the lounge in the
Vest Division of Old Kenyon. The
resent Alpha Sigma Chi lounge will
ee the arrival ora partition dividing
e main lounge area from the tete-
'ision room along with the arrival
f the independents. The two areas
ill be decorated and furnished in
right colors in a bold, stunning,
nd modern style, including large
roue green plants on the plastic
oated tables and the black and
'hite houndstooth checked carpet;"',
Among the other improvements to
e made this summer are newbath.
DOmwindows tor antiquated Leo;
ard Hall and newly refinished in-
erior doors, Spanish walnut, no
~SS,Icr Lewis, Norton, and Watson.
orton wtuarso receive a glamorous
eor to ward off the Gambier
howers. The study areas in
ushnelJ and Manning will be
nghtened with pictures, paintings,
nc comfortable chairs or striped
Ouchesin chic colors.
Mr. Lombard, however, refused to
arne the areas to be re-painted
uring the summer months. He felt
at the students in this particular
rea would take advantage or that
ltuation with ouUandish and ex_
,nSivegraffiti and that thepllintjob
l'illd require two coats instead of
e less expensive one coat.
for women. Although uie admtssions
office does not inquire into the ap-
plicant's race, twenty-five men and
women mentioned in their applica-
tions that they were black. Of these
twenty-five, fifteen have been ae ,
cepted.
The admissions office is disap.,
pointed in the student recruiting
program. When students were asked
to recruit at their high schools over
Chr-istmas vacation, many men vol-
unteered by only a few women did.
The admissions department feels
that the best way to encourage a
variety of girls to investigate the
college is through prompting by
other girls.
Of those applicants who have been
accepted 70% are in the top fifth of
their graduating classes. The ap-
proximate ration between private
and public schools is 1 to 4. The
average SAT scores of accepted ap-
plicants are as good or better than
they have been for the lastrew years.
The average verbal score for the
men is 605_61Oandthe average math
is 625_635. For the women, the
average verbal score is 625_630
while the math average is 590-600.
The admissions department feels
that the SAT scores andclass stand;
ings are in keeping with the
standards which Kenyon attempts to
uphold in screening its applicants,
John Crowe Ransom to
read his poetry Sunday
"His residence just north of
us in a small white cottage
seems like some deep under-
statement. "
who joined shortly after winning
"The Fugitive's" first prize for
poetry. The discussions held by
these men were once described as
having been "olympic."
During a short interview in Mr.
Ransom's basement, among his
books, near to his pipe and tin of
tobacco, and his sheaves of t;ype_
written manuscripts, the great
realm of the poet's own history be-
comes suddenly apparenllo arorset.,
ful reporter, when the conversation
will turn very unexpectedly to First
Lieutenant John Crowe Ransom,
stationed in France in 1918, where
he first received copies of his first
book, "Poems About God." He says
he could hardly read those poems,
they were so bad.
He then spoke for a moment con-
cerning what he chose to call the
"three organs' of any give poem:
the Head, or the intellectual state-
ment expressed in prose diction; the
Heart, which reminds the Head that
poetry is the place formetaphorand
beautiful words; and the Feet, or
the rhythms. His diligence in obey-
ing these personal laws caused one
DORM THREE as seen from Peirce Tower which. accordfnq 10 Dean
Crozier iilnd the president of the construction company, is on schedule
and ""ill open in September barring extensive construclion slrikes
during Ihe summer. pholo by S. Barone
Kenyon professor, in Mr. Ransom's
seventy-fifth birthday tribute, to
mark in the poet a "consistency .
with his general principles .
greater than that or the other out;
standing poet-critics of our time.
Indeed, it approaches per-
fection ". Mr. Ransom premia-
fection ". Mr, Ransom pro-
mised to elaborate the subject on
Sunday.
Graves and Auden
Then, remembering an early cor-
respondence between himselfand the
English poet, Robert Graves, he
called Graves the greatespoetwrit-
ing in English today, or if not
Graves, then "that Englishman who
lives in New York half the year,"
the "wit," a "queer bird," W.H.
Auden.
The thought, accomplishments, and
associations that Mr. Ransom has
made in his honored career are only
hinted at in an afternoon's chat.
Actually, it would not be very wrong
"The gref,::Jtrealm of the
poet's own history becoml!\
suddenly apparent to the
forgetful."
Ransom is perhaps our grandest
neighbor. It should be "mighty fine"
to meet him on Sunday, surely it you
have not made his acquaintance be-
tore.
Radical visits PACC
Alinsky to speak tonight
by Steve Stettler
"Civil Rights is a movement,
and a movement without
organization is nothing
more than a bowel move-
ment."
the poor and disadvantaged for social
and potltical action. The LAY. now
operates on a yearly budget of
8150,000, and has a basic staff of
eleven, with Alinskyas executive di,
rector. It most recently has beenan
institute for community organization
among poor and blacks in such areas
as Rochester, Buffaio, New York
City, Kansas City, and the Mextcan.,
American regions of California
(Alinsky inspired Cesar Chavez's
organization of the California grape
pickers).
Alinsky's dramatic stunts
Alinsky is described by Mr. Clor
of the Political Science Department
as "an outspoken critic of establish-
ed American institutions and
policies on the one hand, and, on the
other hand, of what he calls 'phony
radicalism' or "theatrical radical-
ism." Alinsky says, "A liberal is
a kind of guy who walks out of the
room when an argument turns into
a fight.' His formula for organiza-
tion is explained by Clor as
"agitation to the point of conflict,
and building a sense of common
idenuty'" by establlshing a common
enemy which groups can organize a-
gainst. "One of his principles is that
people gain wisdom or understanding
only as they acquire power, the ca-
pacity to get things done,' Ctor
elaborated, Alinsky himself states
that "Our organizers look for the
wrong reasons to get the right ttunzs ,
done." He is famous for his drama;
tic stunts, including the depositing
or ghetto rats on the steps of a city
hall, threatening to walk out in the
middle of an address to students in
a college chapel when he was asked
by the President not to smoke (when
he had received anapologyandmade
his point, he resumed the address
and refrained from smoking), and
r...nt; .." ..~ ..... 'D~_~ '>
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Sermon for Supermen:Percy and Kurfess discuss unrest
PACC meets the press
by Rick Bird
The success of the PACC ispart!y
attributed to the lack of official press
coverage of the conference and the
distinguished visitors. This pro-
vides an atmosphere that permits
Ute visitors to speak freely and
openly with their colleagues and stu-
dents. Such an atmosphere was
slightly abridged last Saturday when
a press conference was held with
two of the more prestigious visitors:
Republican Senator from Illinois,
Charles Percy, and the Speaker of
the Ohio House of Representatives,
Charles Kurress , Also present was
Professor Robert Goldwin, the
founder of the PACC at Kenyon,now
the Dean at St. John's College.
The discussion first turned to the
current sibJation on college cam-
puses. Senator Percy felt that the
apparent lull on campuses results
from a "universal recognition" a-
mong students that campus violence
runs "counterproductive' to their
academic pursuits. Percy felt that
a quick withdrawal from Vietnam
would remove the ' primary cause"
of campus unrest, but added, "I'm
sure there would be other problems
that would quickly take its place."
Percy favors a prompt accelerated
withdrawal with a definite date an_
Percy feels that a quick
withdrawal from Vietnam
would remove the "primary
cause" of campus unrest.
Robert Goldwin, founder of the PACC at Kenyon (Jeff) and Senator
Charles Percy of Illinois ponder pressing political problems.
the plan, by forcing individuals to
pay a large share of their tuition,
"negates the long time premise be-
hind state universities that there is
benefit to society from individuals
with college degrees." Thespeaker
also felt that the plan would have no
effect on increasing the ability of
private colleges to compete with
state unrversttttes, since the lrn.,
mediate costs facing the student
would remain much less at the state
university. When asked what the
state government could do to aid the
financial plight of private in-
stitutions, Kurfess commented that
the best means was through the "in-
structional grant" program now in
limited operation. The.programprc-
vides direct money grants to the
Ohio resident in proportion to his
ability to pay. The plan applies to
both public and private institutions.
Such grants provide immediate
money for the institutions whereas
the Gilligan "mortgage plan" would
not reap the benefits for many years
and then, as Kurfess argued, the be-
nefits may be wiped out due to cost
of living increases. Kurress felt that
increased funds for the instructional
grant program plus state loans to
students would be the best way to
solve financial problems of higher
education, both public and private.
Professor Goldwin expressed fears
concerning public support for pri-
vate institutions because of the dan-
ger that the private character of
the institutions might be undermined
by increased state control.
Hoover and the F.B.I.
The discussion changed to the cur-
rent criticism in Congressional
circles of the F.B.I. and J. Edgar
Hoover. Senator Percy commented
that he wished his Senate and House
colleagues would speak less vehe..
mently on the issue. As Percy put
it, "The more vocal those who wish
to get rid of (Hoover) are, the longer
he will probably tend to stay. Idoubt
that a man who has survived as
many administrations as he has..•
with 47 years in office ... is going
to be willing to retire under fire.
There would have to be a period
of quiet before he would voluntarily
step down." When asked if he had
any evidence that he was under sur-,
veilJance by the F .B,I, during his
visit to Kenyon the Senator replied,
"I haven't anyindicationofit, though
there were times when the con.,
versation was flowing so fast that I
wished they were recording it so that
I could have a later record oCit."
Subterranean homeCsicJnews
nounced by the President. Speaking
specifically to the Ohio situation,
Mr. Kurfess emphasized that the
disruption. on Ohio campuses was
not wholly attributed to national con-
cerns. Mr. Kurfess felt that there
existed on campuses "a large group
ot students with legitimate rrustra ,
ttons over purely on-campus pro-
blems. These grow out oCthe large-
ness and the rapid growth or our
state universitites in the last ten
years and the inabilii;y of adminis-
trators I'D keep up with this growth
and to make the necessary adjust-
ments in educational attitudes .' __ ::-_~_::-_::- _
While the war may have provided Kurfess feels that campus
the initial trigger to disruptions,
Kurfess reit that the large number unrest is largely due to frus-
of students involved in the riots did tration with the campus
so out of their own frustration with system itself.
the campus system itself.
Comments on the 'Ohio Plan'
Kurfess also made several com,
rnents on the Governor's "Ohio
Plan' for higher education (fea-
tured in last week's COLLEGIAN).
Preferring to call the proposal the
"Giliigan Plan," Kurfess felt that
Saul Alinsky: rules for radicals
by Mycr Berlow
Saul Alinsky's book 'Rules for
Radicals' "sounds like a contra_
diction in terms" I was told by a
brilliant conversationalist in my
Political Science class as the bell
rang. I was tempted to say no more
a contradiction in terms than Ken-
yon Student or academic freedom,
but instead I turned and said, "It's
a very good book, by the way do you
know what happened a year ago to_
day?" A year ago today this week
at iliis time in the same space as
Saul AJinsky will deliver his address
we sat helpless and hopeless, send-
ing all because we felt that we must
do something but we couldn't
decide what. To the Marcuseanposi-
tion, "What ever we do will be ab_
sorbed by society" Alinsky replies,
"Those whom the gods would
destroy, they first make ludicrous."
In his last chapter, "The Way A_
head" Alinsky says:
"The middle classes are numb,
bewildered, scared into silence.
They don·t know what, if anything,
they can do. This is the job for to·
day's radical-to fan the embers of
hopelessness into a flame to fight, to
say 'you cannot copoutas have many
of my generation!' 'You cannot turn
away. look at it-let us change it
together!' 'Look at us. We are your
children. Let us not abandon each
other for then we are all lost. To-
gether we can change for what we
wnat. Let us start here and there-
let's go!' "
Only a non_perceptive moron (lU1~
fortunately this includes a not in-
substantial number of people in our
society) would take this above para_
graph to be a call to "off the pigs!'
or to blow up buildings. Alinsky is
speaking the idealism of which pro_
gress is made. Of course, we must
not swallow his book whole. His
formulation is very tempting, his
attitudes and actions seem exciting
yet reasonable enought even for Ken-
yon Students.
Alinsj(,}' provides the framework
for new protests against the war.
Yes you too can find your OI\TJway
to protest your country's war crimE::s
in (ar off Asia. You need not burn
your draft card or carry the flag of
the r\LF. What if we got all of our
stock proxies and used them to stop
corporations from participating.
Alinsky talks seriously about using
the polV'Jr of the proxy and he has
done it.
His other tactics range from the
very tohighly effective. Oneexample
was the picketing of slum landlords'
suburban houses. You could picket
on the West Side of Chicago tmtilyou
were blue in the face, butputa black
face and a picket sign in Winnetka
and the rents go down and the lead
paint comes off the wall. The ex_
ample is regional youmay substitute
the West Side of Harlem, Watts,
!\ewark etc. and Winnetka for your
suburb. Alinsky also suggests filling
an Opera House with protesters who
have eaten a dinner of beans, sitting
in all the pay toilets in an airport
or ordering merchandise from an of-
fensive store and cancelling it when
it comes, All these tactics are legal.
Alinsky doesn't have time to go to
jail, he is busy organizing. His book
is a guide for responsible radicals.
He is urging others to DO IT but in
his case it is not violent, illegal or
self-indulgent.
by Ed Perry
Saul Alinsky in his book "Reveille
for Radicals" puts forth a few,very
few, good ideas which get lost in the
simplistic fantasy which he tries to
perpetuate. Mr. Alinsky offers sound
advice when he warns "radicals"
not to degrade community traditions
or moral standards. However,
though Alinsky's "Mterword,"
written in 1969, to 'Reveille for
Radicals,' published in the late
forties, contains a condemnation of
today-a senseless destruction by
-ycuthful "activists," the reader
feels as if Jerry Rubin is writing
the book when Alinsky justifies vio-
lence and simplistic solutions to
modern day problems in the first
two hundred pages of his book.
Alinsky's radical
Alinsky starts out with adefinition
of a radical and ends up deflning
superman. A radical must be for
freedom, equality, liberty, all ma-
jorities, all minorities, etc., etc.
As Alinsky says: "The radical is so
completely identified with Mankind
that he personally shares the pain,
the injustices and the sufferings of
all his fellow men," True radicals,
who are a small group "who love
people," should pas stonataly or-
gamie ag~!!st injustice and evil,
I am sure all the families of
policemen, slain by some
idiot who thought he pes-
sessed the "eternal truths"
are comforted to know their
father or husband was' only
a symbol.
They, of course, decide when and
where injustice is happening since
these true radicals are guardians of
the right Imowledge. Since the radi-
cal must act with both his reason
and passion (which are not always
compatible, a fact Alinsky over-
looks) there arise times whentobea
radical is to move beyond mere
"reasonable" or "academic" acts.
In these acts that go beyond "rea-
son" Alinsky admits that radicals
"mav appear to be people of vio-
lence" but defends them by saying
the radical "is not filled withhatred
against those individuals who he at-
tacks" but just hates "these in-
dividuals not as persons but as
symbols" representing interests
We, as Kenyon Students,
should feel humble that we
are to be addressed by a
man who would not be able
to tell first and second-grad-
ers that "fwo wrongs don't
make a right."
the radical believes unjust. I am sure
all the families of policemen, slain
by some idiot who thought he pos-
sessed the "eternal truths," are
comforted to Imow their father or
husband was only a symbol,
Another major theme in Alinsky's
writing is that people are so em.
bittered and disconsolate at their
miserable living condition that they
have become apathetic and adjusted
to living in hell. Alinsky's SOlUtiOll
is to organize and give more power
to the people. This idea is fine until
Alinsky arrives at the startUngcOh.
elusion that since the nobilit;y had
been cruel to the peasants it was
justifiable for the "reilm oCterror"
critique
to reach such excesses during llie
French Revolution. We, as KenyOll
students, should feel humble that we
are to be addressed by a man who
would not be able to tell first and
second-grader-s that "two wrongs
don't make a right.'· Alinsky says
that conformil;y is one of the major
problems of today yet in the same
book he wants somanydecisionsleft
solely in the hands of the masses
and their passions that there would
be virtually a "tyranny of the rna.
jority."
People's Organization
Some of the case studies Alinsk.J.'
uses in attempting to prove howsue-
cessful the "People's Organtza,
·tion" is can amount to ludicrous
farces. Alinsky believes that once
people, even if they join just out of
self-Inter-eat, come into the "Pee.
pte's Organization," they see the
light and start helping their fellow
man. In many of these case studies
people have been described as self.
interested, evil and wicked through.
out the whole report until the final
few sentences which basically state
that once these "enemies' have
joined the "People's Organization'
they go through a transformation and
are converted to the true faith, be.
coming loving apostles of their Iel-
low man. What probably happens in
most cases is that if those people
have been so self-interested andevil
as the reports describe, then once
they come into the "People's Or-
ganization" they take control oithe
organization for their ownpurposes,
This possibility Alinsky merely
brushes aside.
More amusing than
Flip Wilson
Alinsky is amusing when he is able
to calmly write: "their (radicals)
mutual goal is so good and sobriglll
that it is not important if one must
go through a few devious valleys and
shadows in the struggle for thepee-
pte's world.' How many demagn-
gues have used this line to per-
petrate their atrocities? EveryOlle
should attend Mr. Alinsky'S lecture
tonight for if he has not changed
drastically since hewrote "Reveille
for Radicals" and if he is not taken
too seriously by the audience, he is
certain to be more amusing thanthe
"Flip Wilson Show" or "Alia.!
Smith and Jones" which are his
only true competitors tonight.
Alinsky tonight
Continued from Page 1
the dumping of garbage on an alder_
man's driveway to emphasize the
inadequate collections of refuse in
the slums. Alinsky has the ability
to organize a community so that it
can stand on its own feet, with its
own leaders, and fight effectively for
its own demands, so that community
Alinsky is "an outspoken
critic of established Ameri-
can institutions and policies
on the one hand, and, on
the other hand, of what he
calls 'phony radicalism' or
'theatrical radicalism'."
can go on doing so after he and his
as~'istants have left iton its own,
_whlchthey always do.
Alinsky and the I.A.F. have not
always been successful in their en·
deavors. In New York and Kansa!
City, the Foundation left local fac-
tions even more split than whenthey
had started. But generally, the
Alinsky method words. It has beell
said that he seems to be the ooly
radical who has succeeded in or-
ganizing the Negro communities. Of
Civil Rights he says, "Civil rigllts
is a movement, and a movement
without organization isnothingmor~
that a bowel movement." It is
Alinsky's approach to leave a bla~
community with power, an eneJllYtil
fight (almost always an establish·
ment organization, not individuals),
so that they canproceed on their 01'>'"
He explains that blacks at first dis-
trusted him, but the frightened re-
action of their opponents almost~·
ways convinced them hewason~:~
side. He says, "I can alwaysdep"~
on the Establishment todothewralS
thing at the right time."
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Curriculum proposal tabled;
,nore discussion requested
br Robin StueDI
Because of the apparent confusion
and need to answer questions raised
by the new curriculum Committee,
wiU introduce a motion to table the
proposal until next fall at Mooday's
faculty meeting. "By no means is
there a consensus at this point,"
he &ays,
committee members have dis-
cussed ideas for a new curriculum
for over a year; this year discussion
has been more specific, resulting in
the current proposal. Mr. Bruce
Haywood, in his position paper on
the proposal, states, "The Com-
mittee has not thought it necessary
to have proof of present snort-com,
mgs beCore suggesting waystobring
about improvement. To be sure, we
have been made aware of dissatis_
faction with somepresentpractices,
but we have not dwelt on these par-
ticulars and we do not wish to cite
them now."
The Committee examined the
nature of a Kenyon education in
terms of the complete tour year
experience; it has attempted to de ,
tine the degree in the broad context
ot that experience. It also consider-
ed the unique nature or the re-
sidential college as distinctCrom the
large university.
In explanation Mr. Haywoodwrites,
"By excluding a great deal from its
life, the residential college allows
students and proCessors to con-
centrate the more on one another
and their studies. Residents are
clearly expected to learn from other
residents as well as with them. Be-
cause the college claims so much
from its members, it is able to
give them much in return. Itgrants
a man special access to teachers
and students he could never other-
wise have and, moreover, it pre-
vides for informal assoclations that
may eventually be more important
for his growth than the rormalones.
"In contrast to this, the non-re-
sidential institution must make the
classroom and the course its devices
for communication between profes-
sors and students. . .Little by little
the university has developed a vo-
cabulary and an idiom (now adopted
by the colleges), which seem to take
no note of independent inquiry or
learning beyond the classroom. What
are we to think of a system which
crudely defines a faculty member's
teaching responsibilities in terms of
a 'nine-hour load'?
"The official and stated aims of
the university's under-graduate di-
vision are, on the whole, very st-
vision are, on the whole, very stm,
ilar to our own. And increasingly it
is difficult to distinguish the be-
tween-the-nnes or the residential
college rrom the language of tile rest.
We must soberly ask ourselves: can
we take on the idiom and the forms
of the lDliversit;y without assuming
its ethos?'
In its proposal, the committee
adopted an entirely new think and
new terminology. It is virtually im-
possible to explain the curriculum
using terminology currently em,
ployed. The Committee felt that the
current system usedtoevaluate stu-
dents' work - course units _dcesnot
necessarily give a good picture of a
student's accomplishments. In es-
sence, the system or units and credit
hours, as it now is, shows merely
how many hours a student is in con-
tact with his professors. It does not
reflect a student's total work.
Arter first looking broadly at ccl ,
lege work in terms of four years,
the work is then broken down into
satisfactory completion of one
year's departmental enrollments.
Each student's academic program
would be specifically tailored Corhis
needs. Necessarily, the role or the
faculty advisor will take on more
importance. An advisor will have to
work more closely with each per-
son, helping to design that person's
program to fit his background,
capabilities. and future goals. In
explaining the freedom of choice of
subjects studied allowed the student,
Mr. York noted thatbreadthdoesnot
assure a liberal education.
Mr. Haywood notes: "Nearly all
colleges and untversines have the
academic departments that we have;
nearly 11.11 teach our subjects; nearly
all have courses which bear the titles
we use for our own. Clearly, it is
not what is studied that matters in
liberal education, but how it is
studied and why.
"; . .what should truly distinguish
the liberal curriculum is that the
study of the major is carried on in
an appropriate context or other
studies. That context cannot be a
mere back-ground of courses taken
in the freshman and sophomore
years, courses that have been 'gotten
out or the way' to clear the ground
lor 'serious work: Rather the con-
text should be a set or studies which
YOU GOTTA MOVE
Obituary
by' Jim K'allslrOm 8r: Jim. Wrigh!
Deceased: Party Central or North Leonard and Cape Cod, Mass., mortally
Woundedwhile resisting arrest late Spring Dance. Death came two days
later. Pursuant of rumors that the deceased suffered a long illness prior
to passing, the countJ! health officer has taken its personal effects from
Ule Psi Upsilon T.V. room. The premises have been locked and the win_
dows barred. The deceased is mourned by six relatives in addition to a
hard core ol friends. Calling hours are from 5:30 p.m. to 2;3D a.m., 22 S.
Main St., Mt. Vernon. Arrangements are being made by ,stroh's (Wleral
home; incarceration will take place on May 30,
Party Central was known to many in the Kenyon community forltB
warmth and good humor. Party gave unstintingly of itsell, asking nothing
in return. Those who knew Party wellleel that this was an untimely death
and a death unbefitting a gentleman.
Part;y was wounded while resisting arrest _ while valiantly trying to
derend its lire and what Is more, a way ollife. Some think that Party may
have been the last of a dying breed. Most do not Wlderstand why Party
should have been killed.
Apparently someone was offended by Party's carefree ways. Complaints
were lOdged that there was too much noise during the early hoursor Spring
Dance Weekend .. _a mere peccadillo to the sins ol Part;y's ancestors.
Securit;y was called to the scene of the spontaneity anawamings were
issued, Inexhaustable, Part;y stayed up late into the next night and saw its
owndestruction.
Those who were there could not Wlderstand why the offense. Cousins to
Bllcchushad been at the college for the spring riot. Distant relatives to this
P3I1;y had made history in years before. '-"Whynow? Wh,yme?" , cried
PartJ!•
--.::~--o--c--,,--c-c-;-c-,...,-:c:-::=:-::=;:;c-:;:==In grieved dismay, the survivors have had some trouble deciding on the
epitath ror Party's headstone. Some think that Party should have its final
resting place adorned ~y Dylan 'Thoma&' plea to rage Cor liCe. Most think
that Party would like to be remembered lor its curio&itJ! and sense or con-
fusion over the one line thatiUound so proloundly obtuse; "law determines
morall tJ! . ' '
illuminate the major and are in tum
illuminated by it ... That context
should serve to show him (the stu-
dent) that his major subjectdoesnot
exist in a vacuum and to guard him
against theprovincialismolnarrow-
Iy conceived specialization. . .':
Within the proposed system, for
example. a student (other than fresh-
men who must enroll in rour de-
partments) could enroll in three
departments ror the year. In one of
those enrollments, the student might
wish to do extensive independent
study. Even though the student had
only three enrollments, it would be
possible that his work that year
would be considered satisractory on
the basis ol his extra achievements.
To draw a comparison between this
system and the present one: Pre-
sently a student may take five
courses during one year and re-
ceive live wuts of credit, allowing
him to take a reduced course load
of three courses another year be-
cause a "fifth of a year's work"
was completed in another year. In
the new system, there would be no
"hedge" on coming years. Each
year Is judged as an entity, parts of
which cannot carryover into rot-
lowing years.
There is provision ror credit lor
students taking summer school
courses in slightly different terms.
Mr. York also pointed out that the
proposed system does not preclude
the possibility or early graduation
for some students.
Given that we would no longer be
speaking in terms or units or credit
hours, facult;y members would be
rree to tailor the structure ol study
of a subject to the nature or the
material rather than to the demands
of the unit ol credit. For instance,
a professor could have his class
meet three hours a week for the first
four weeks, and then students could
work on an independent study pre-
[ect with consultations with the pro-
lessor and no lormal class meetings
for a time, and then the class could
return and meet in a seminar lor-
mat. It is expected, however, that
most subjects will continue to be
taught along present lines.
Since there would be nomore guid-
ed electives, it is possible that en-
rollments in some departments may
drop since students will enroll ac_
cording to their interest and en-
thusiasm rather than according to
lixed requirements. Mr. York
states, "There is no reason to be-
lieve that any department will dis-
appear completely. Certainly a re~
assessment of the size oC facull3'
in each deparbnent will become ne-
cessary."
He also noted that as the "captive
student" of the guidedelectivesys_
tern disappears, so will the "captive
proressor." In many courses now
the bulk of the enrollment is com_
prised or students taking the course
to ruUil1 a guided elective, not ne-
ces&alrly out of an interest in the
&ubject. Consequently, the course
must, to some degree, be suited to
their needs. The newproposal would
allow professors the opportunity to
restructure courses simply because
the needs or students studying "that
subject 'fould be different.
Mr. York's position paper on the
proposal states: "We have over the
years recognized that the edu-
cational needs or our students have
been gradually changing as their
previous experience and education
have changed, as their educational
goals and their roles in our sociel3'
have changed. Our response has been
an entirely proper one·-an evolving
curriculum, which ortered the gui_
dance and restraints which seemed
desireable and necessary at that
time, and a willingness to continue
that evolution as changing circum-
stances suggested. We should newr
expect to find the curriculum which
would not need changing. A rigidly
delined set of rules and restrictions
can, of course, not respond to even
the smallest call for change. The
more fiexible the plan the greater
e-.J:inued on Page •
~/ Opinion
On ed itorial dign ity
It is our opinion that the dignity and value of an editorial
can be undermined by the false assumption that there must be
an editorial in every issue. Therefore, it is our policy to write
editorials concerning only those issues which merit serious con-
sideration.
-L.F., D.L
let:t:ers t:a t:he edlt:ar
To the Editor
{who.,.er he may bel:
In reading the letter in your last
number, 1 must admit that however
fitting William Bendix may be tor
the namesake or our own beloved
Co-ord College, Messrs. Heany and
Dorfman ('73 and '73, respectively)
have not COnsidered the fact that
since it does seem, at first glance,
to be a college lor women, its'
namesake should be a woman or no
small renown whom the students ol
said college could emulate and look
up to. O'd hate to think ol our girls
emulating wrn. Bendix). Has anyone
thought of The Holly Woodlawn Col-
lege lor Women? The Za Su Pitts
College for Women? The Sophie
Tucker Last ol the Red-Hot cot,
leges for Women? The Mamie
Eisenhower College for Women?
Sonja Henie? Nancy Drew? Helen
Trent? Bette Davis? Christine
Jorgensen? (How about Betty Jo
Bialoski?) Hopingthat the very high-
est see these suggestions and con-
sider them as seriously as they are
offered, I hope to remain,
Robert E. LH CIuler, '13
Honor's Day
To the Editor:
Honor's DlI,Y has changed over the
years. Once a bland and pretentious
Field House ceremony it has now
moved to Rosse Hall. And to what
end?
Despite aU the welcome changes
that the move toRosse has prompted,
Honor's Day still seems to lack a
sulficient number of truly momen-
tous and important (hold your breath
and· cross yoUr lingers' awards
worthy or its purpose - to honor
excellence in a variet;y of fields and
disciplines.
Bookshop A wards are a case in
point. No award, lor instance, is
given to the student who has bought
the most at the bookstore and more
importantly no "official" award is
given to that student who has simply
removed the most rrom the book-
shop. That latter abUity, or shall
we call it occupation, is especially
deserving of honor. It is trulyafield
that demands stamina, patience.
clam under fire and that most noble
oC aU qualities __well developedpe_
rfpheral vision.
And what about Kenyon'S dear and
beloved pinball wizards testing the
strength ol their lingers and the
softening of their brains In an end-
less battle with master fate. An
award ror the person who has in the
course of a year, an "academic"
year to be sure, scored the most.
points. spent the most time, or lost.
the most money playing "the ball,"
as aiicionados are lond or calling it,
seems eminently necessary. Not.
only in honor ol the contribution'
these linve students make to the local
economy, but also simply to com-
mend and to encourage the kind of
expertise they havedevelopedatthis
most meaninglul and relevent skill.
And finally what about a series of
Post Office Awards? More than 362
times an academic year Kenyon men
and women confront the cruelest of
all human enemies - loneliness. An
award should not only be given in aU
good conscience to that poor soul
who as received the least mail in a
year, but also apit;y to those pathetic
creatures who can still laugh, albeit
nervously, at Standard Post Oflice
Jokes #1, #2, and #3 after even
months ol wasted box rent.
There are in any case inumerable
awards that could embellish and im_
prove Honors Day. To Cailto include
such awards in the program is to
discriminate against a largenumber
of the communlt;y merely because
they chOOsenot to participate in the
college sponsored activities and in-
stefd participate in and often excel
at more mundane skills.
.. J. T.u.1tM
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Cruttwell shares views af England and Gambier
Professor to teach inCanada
by Gay Garth
He nrst taught at the University
of Rangoon in Burma and then when
the 2nd World War spread to Asia,
he joined the Burma Army which
later became the British Indian
Army. Mr. Patrick Cruttwell, Pro;
ressor of English, then taught at the
University ofExeterinSouthwesmm
England until 1963 when he moved to
J amaiea and taught at the University
of the West Indies. After living in
all of these exotic places he came
to Gambier. One might suppose this
would be an anti-climax, but he
claims not. Although he is leaving
next year to teach at the University
of Carleton at Ottawa, Canada, he
syas "I have enjoyed my experiences
here and I am not leaving because ot
any dislike for Kenyon. I'mnotgoing
to shake the Cambierdustolfmy
reetr" It just seems that Mr. Crut;
twell has the travel bug which is a
nasty lIttle pest that can't be shaken
off. He is looking forward to living
in, as he put it, "a biggish city_
university."
He attributed his desire for travel
perhaps to having been boI'll inIndia
although he didn't live there as a
child. He returned to Britain at an
early age and went to school in
Scotland. He attended Cambridge
University and then went on to Ran-
goon. Today, he says that most of
his pupils are either dead or Im ,
prisoned by the military dictatorship
and when he has tried to communi-
cate with them, he as been told that
that sort of thing is not allowed.
His arrival at Kenyon
When Mr. Cruttwell first came
here in 1965 he says that there were
really no new buildings except for
the library and therefore his im-
pression of Kenyon was that it was
"more like a nineteenth century Ox-
ford College tMt anything at Oxford
University today. All the buildings
were old or pretending to be old."
At the ground breaking ceremonies
for Farr Hall the Dean of tile Bexley
Seminary turned to him and said with
a solemn, mourning face, "Youbave
come for the beginning of the end,
of Gambier!"
Last year Mr. Cruttwell received
a Guggenheim Fellowship to do r'e-
search in England. He spent the time
investigating the history of an eight-
eenth century newspaper, "The Bath
Chronicle." His interest in this
subject matter just might have
someting to do with the fact that the
newspaper was owned and edited by
an ancestor, Richard Cruttwell. The
Cruttwells were livinginBristoland
they enjoyed their year abroad very
much.
"When I came back and saw
the girls here I suddenly
realized how drab it had
been before they came. I
think the coming of the
girls is a good thing/'
1 asked Mr. Cruttwell what his
reactions were to the changes he
found in Gambier when he returned.
He said, "When I came back and saw
the girls here I suddenly realized
how drab it had been before they
came. I think the coming ofthe girls
is a good thing.It's nice tohavethem
in a class--it's not that they're
cleverer it's just that they adda new
dimension." He also spoke of the
coordinate college at Cambridge
called. Girton: "I am always amused
that people here think of coordination
as something new. Griton at Cam-
bridge is over a hundred years old. "
His first impression of Ken-
yon was that it was "more
like a nineteenth century
Oxford College than any-
thing at Oxford University
today."
However, Mr. Cruttwell sees a big
difference in the kind of coordina-
tion practiced there, and our own
special brand here in Gambier. Gir-
ton for instance has some faculiy of
its own and, it has its own library.
Mr. Cruttwell said "I can't see how
it's possible to have a real separate
college without having these kind of
separate facilities and thatjustisn't
possible here at Kenyon.' At most
of the new universities in England
he said that the dorms were being
built with separate wings to ac-
comodate co-ed housing.
British education diHerent
Having been a studentatCambridge
and having taught at both English
and American colleges, Mr. Crutt-
well is very well qualified to talk
about the differences in the Ameri-
can and British systems of higher
education. One of the main dif-
ferences which he sees is that in
England because all of the schools
are government financed they all
cost practically the same amount.
"There is none of the shocking fi-
nancial disparity between schools'
tuitions that you find here in the U.
S. For example Kenyon and Ohio
State. In England there are no pri-
vately financed schools although
some of them have private endow-
Faculty plans varied summer:
honeymoons and mountains
by Esthe:r Saffo:rd in the French Culture. Mr. Good- waters." Another month, however,
After numerous snort interviews, hand will also be starting research he hopes to spend mountain c1umbing
I discovered that Kenyon's protes , on a critical book on Andre Gide, in Alaska. The present group of
sors are embarking on many un- and planning an interdepartmental three, who hope to go, needs one
usual and interesting trips and re- seminar for next spring, with Pro; more climber, before definite plans
search projects this summer, al., ressors Evans and Hettlinger-, The can be made. Alaska was chosen,
though several termed their summer course will cover the aesthetic, said Professor Batt, because it is
plans of interest onlytothemselves. religious, and historical viewpoints one of the few places left in North
Mr. Taylor, assistant professor of of "Freedom and Responsibility in America where one can make a
Music, stated that not even he found Contemporary Man." "first ascent." Most of the moun-
his plans, which consist mostly ot Members of the Psychology de- tams on this continent, except roe a
working for a degree ot particular partment are either starting or con- few in Washington State, have been
interest. tlnuing research projects on cam- climbed many times before. The
Quite a few professors have re- pus. Professor Williams received a mountain (Tazlina Glacier) is 8500
ceived Ford Humanities Grants to grant to study the voluntary control feet high, with 2500 feet of actual
use for travel and research. Mr. ot heart rate in man. Mr. Williams vertical climbing.
Cantwell ot the English department hopes to show that individuals can Oddly enough, Dean Crozier, isal-
has received a grant to visit a num- be trained to control their heart rate so traveling to Alaska. Miss
ber of Appalachian Folk Festivals, in situations (such as tmder water Crozier, with only onemonth tree,
including the Smithsonian Folk-Life or when in fear-producing situa- intends to spend her time in Alaska
Festival in Washington D.C. and a tions) when Ihe bradycardia reflex as strictly vacation. She will visit
Fiddlers' Festival in Virginia. He (a decrease in heart rate) occurs. all the major cities, and the furthest
wilJ also be traveling to Indiana, The significance of this is that this point north on this continent.
North Carolina, and other parts of reflex can cause cardiacarrest,and Miss Fifield, of the Art depart_
Ohio. Mr. Cantewell's purpose in a voluntary control of the reflex ment, is also traveling forpleasure,
these travels is to learn moreabout could thus be beneficial. but first she will be married to
folk idiom, the language and culture Professor Rice is concluding this Psychology professor Edward Hof_
of Appalachia. summer a nine year study of the fman, on August 1, in Chicago. They
French Professor Harvey, also human sonar system. Hispurposeis are taking a one monm noneymoon
with a Ford grant, is going toPortu- to "determine the extent to which to Scandinavia. They will visit Nor~
gal, with the primary purpose of humans can make use oC echoes as way, Finland, Denmark,Sweden,and
taking a course to learn the langu_ a source of information about their also stop in London. Since Miss
age, which he can read, but not surrotmdings." Using a low echo, Fifield went to Copenhagen last
speak or write. A secondary pur- sound isolated, and totallydarkroom summer, she chose Scandinavia for
pose is to study the influence of the in the basement of the Biology build- her honeymoon because she feels the
French poet Baudelaire on ing, Mr. Rice's subjects, who are sense of design there is a complete
Portugese literature, and to pur- Kenyon Psychology majors, try to switch from that oC Europe,
chase relevent books for the Center detect objects by "echolocation." especially the Mediterranean COWl-
for Baudelaire Studies at Vanderbilt This is a technique in which the ex- tries. This will provide a contrast
University. istence or position of an object is for her and also for Professor Hof_
Also of the French department is determined by hearin,g the echo from fman, who has previously visited
Mr. Coodhand who has received a a selt-produced sound. England, Ireland, and Scotland. The
grant to go to French Canada for One month of Professor Batt's rest of the summer they will spend
"enlightenment, Leisure, and fun." (Chemistry) vacation will be spent fixing up tfleir house onWardStreet,
He hopes to study the people and the in research on "the chemistry of which will include painting stripes
language for a month by immersion arsenic as a pollutant of natural on the walls and ceiling.
mente, me COSt or gomg to oxrorc
or Cambridge is about the same as
going to anyplace else." Mr. Crutt-
well sees problems ahead for
America's private colleges, such as
Kenyon, and says "they may run
themselves out of business if they
don't gethelpfrom thegovemment.'
Just to show the difference in price
Mr. Cruttwell said that the cost of
The individual student at
Kenyon gets extraordinary
help and attention from
teachers, "perhaps he gets
too much".
going to college in England even if
a student new back to the U.S. three
times during the year, wouldstill be
less expensive than going to Kenyon.
Some of the other dtrrerences be-
tween British and American educa-
tion which Mr. Cruttwell spoke of,
are the differences in the number of
classes which students attend. In
England lecture courses have only
one meeting a week as opposed to
the three classes a week that most
such courses have here. As a reeult
of this Mr. Cruttwell thinks that
American students are actually re-
cipients of more "teaching." How-
ever, to make up for the tewernum-
ber of class hours, British students
have more tutorials and spendmore
time (or should spend more time)
studying independently. The English
degree as opposed to the American
degree, is dependent on one or two
very large exams at the end of the
college years. "American students
are much more supervised than
English students. The English
undergraduate can sort ofpacehim-
self ... or course this may result
in disaster at the end!" Mr. Crutt.,
well believes that the individual stu;
dent at Kenyon gets extraordinary
help and attention tram teachers,
much more so than the English stu-
dent. Perhaps be gets tQo.l1'MoIcb. He
says that he would approve of the
movement oCthe curriculum toward
more flexibiiity. In "England, once
you have decided your major in_
reresr, Mr. cruttwen said that the
courses were much more speciatir,
ed, There are no such thing as
guided electives in England__ OIIe
only takes courses within one's
specialized field, and this is whythe
undergraduate degree only takes
three years to complete instead 01
four. The amount of concentration
.lIi.i.thin a field is much greater.
Mr. CruttwelJ has written numer.,
ous articles on British Literature,
besides being the author of a critical
work entitled, "The Shakespearean
Moment.' He is also the author of
two ~ "A· Kind of Fighthing,'
the first one, is about the former
British colony of Burma. WhenI
asked him aboutthe British Colonies
Mr. Cruttwell made the memorable
statement "Empires would be all
right if they would last forever, but
of course they never do." The sec-
ond novel is entitled "A Matter of
Succession." The author said that
he thought it was good for a teacher
of English to write fiction. "YOli
learn something from creative writ-
ing. . .you find out how difficult it
is." About his novels he commented
"I'm sorry to say they're both outer
print. Not what you might call roar-
ing successes."
", . • when you're in it you
feel it's the whole world,
but when you leave it .. ,
you can hardly believe a
place like Gambier exists,'1
Mr. Cruttwell wanted to emphasize
that he is not leaving Kenyon next
year because of any dislike or dis-
satisfaction with Kenyon. He said
that the English Department here is
the most harmonious English de-
partment he has ever been in. As
he put it; "The English department
here is not anAnguish department."
Mr. Cruttwell made one last, very
interesting comment about Gambier.
He said: "It's an odd thing__whell
you're in it you Ceel it's the whole
world, but when you leave it, it sort
of drops away and you can hardlJ
believe a place like Gambier
exists."
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Provost reveals new
faculty for the fall
In 1871A Welcome Change From Rosse
Chapel Centennial Year
Cummings, and sabbatical leave for
Dr. Clifford. Thefirstofthese,Mrs.
Jurca, has already been hired, and
the clinician and social Psychology
professor are stm to be decided on.
The Computer Center will receive
a new director in the person of Dr.
Duckentield, an assistant Mathe;
matics professor, graduate of Ox-
ford, with his PhD. from an Arnert-
can university.
Mr. Brehm will return from his
year at Duke University to continue
with the Economics department. Mr.
Dunn and Mr. Elliot will move to full
time teaching, having finished their
further study this year in Political
Science. The History Department
will be honored by a visitor for
the year. Dr. Bourne. He is a dls.,
tinguished British historian of
America and will begivingacourse,
seminars. and several public
lectures throughtout the year, under
the aegis of the Episcopal College
Foundation. There wllf also be anew
professor of American and Black
History (now at Ohio State). and a
specialist in French history added.
by Sieve Steiller
In a recent interview with the Pro_
voat, the COLLEGIAN obtained In-
formation about the new positions
being filled for the academic year
1971-1972. Upon giving the names
and qualifications of the new faculty
members hired, Mr. Haywood noted
the College's pleasure at being able
to hire a large number of their
first choices for each position.
The English Department, which
gained so many new men last year,
will have only one addition next year •
Mrs. Karl Kopp, wife of Professor
Kopp of that department, will teach
for one year. while the English de-
partment takes a longerlookattheir
staffing needs. The Romance Lan-
guages department will see the in-
troduction of two Europeans totheir
ranks; Assistant Professor GHa_
bert, a native or Spain who has
studied in Germany and taught at the
University of Wisconsin and wash.,
ington Univeraity, will teac';
Spanish; and Mr. Ballocq, a native
Frenchman who studied law at the
University of Paris and then
switched to majoring in French in
the United States, will come to Ken-
yon {rom the University of Indiana.
Mr. McCulloh of the Classics de-
partment comes back to Gambier
from his leave to do research in
Vienna. Mr. Badie Nijim, a Jordan-
ian specialist in Islam. will share
teaching duties with the Religion and
Classics departments. also offering
a course in Arabic. Mr. Primack
has resigned Crom the Religion de- Finally, Mr. Haywood said that the
partment to continue graduate work Smythe House, across from the
for his PhD, but a replacement has Chapel onWiggiIlStreet, will be fixed
not yet been found. Mr. Banning will over the summer to house the coun-
return to the Philosophy department selling services of the College, the
from his year in Japan. Chaplain's office and the clinical
psychologists. Individual office en-
Mr. Slate of the Art department trances from the street and more
returns to Gambier from his year personal conference situations will
sabbatical in Florence. Italy. and facilitate a better service in the
Mr. Richard Swain of the University Provost's opinion. '
of Michigan will replace Mr. Wolf!
in teaching Art History. The Provost
said that they are presentlyworking
on the addition of a rourthprofessor
of Music, specializing in voice. The
Music department is finally being
graced with more adequate sound-
proof practice rooms in the lower
floor of one of the homes behind the
library next year. This will. hope;
fully. help accomodate the depar-t-
ment's needs more completely until
the proposed Fine Arts Center can
be begun. Mr. Haywood sees the de-
velopment of the arts at Kenyon as
an important step in the future, and
an area that has been shortchanged
for too long.
The Biology department is gaining
two new men in Asststant Proressor
Stallard, a geneticist from Emory
University, and Mr. Arthur washa,
a laboratory science man from the
University ofWisconsin. Psychology
is filling three positions. with the
loss of Dr. Allen, retirement of Dr.
by Ann Wiester
During this season one hundred
years ago, engraved and folded an-
nouncements to this effect were
being received throughout the
Diocese of Ohio: "The Consecration
of the Church of the Holy SIo-iritwill
take place, by divine permission, on
the Festival of the Ascension.
Thursday, May 18, 1871. at noon,
Rt. Rev. C.P. McIlvaine, Consecra-
tor. Rev. J.C. Smith, Rector of the
Church of the Ascension, New York
Preacher." Apparently this con,
ditional approval was granted and
the Mt. Vernon train schedule. hand-
}ly printed on the announcement, was
met, for the ceremony was duly per_
formed on what is reported to have
been a particularly pleasant day.
Cornerstone laid in 1869
The cornerstone for the Church
was laid in June of 1869 and con-
struction began with sandstone from
the quarry which had earlier pro-
vided the materials for Ascension
Hall, Bishop Bedell's mansion "Ko ,
kosing," and Quarry Chapel. Until
this time the College and Harcourt
Parish had worshipped in the austere
Rosse Chapel with no reason for
entertaining notionsoCremoving.
But the Church of the Ascension.
New York City, (blessed ever since
the completion of the notable edlfice
opposite Mather) proposed to fund
the construction of another building
on the Kenyon campus __this to be a
chapel, a personal gift for Gregory
Bedell their former rector. then as-
sistant Bishop of Ohio, residing in
Gambier.
The apse. ca. 1890. Ncte the gas lamps, seats in the aisle for military
academy students. and w indow in the middle which has since been
covered by 8 dcssal,
eant to throw the blinds open. these
fresh May mornings, and see it
through the branches •.. " It's re_
semblanceto rural English churches
was noted approvingly in various
quarters. and to authenticate the ef;
teet, the first ivy planted at its base
was from the Melrose Abbey, Eng_
land.
In her delightful volume, "Har-
court: an Unusual Parish, " publish-
ed during the centennial of the
parish, Lousie Adams comments
that "the stained glass windows are
not noted Cor beauty, although many
praised them at the time, but they
were made during a period when
stained glass art was at a low
ebb." Most admired were the bor.,
ders of the nave windows, decorated
alternately with Passionflowersand
Dove (Roly Spirit) flowers. The Ba,
dells had "specimens of this (latter)
very rare exotic" sent trom New
Mr. Lewis 'I'releaven, a Kenyon
alumnus. former Marine colonel and
registrar at the law school ofNorth-
western University, and father of
Peter Treleaven, '71, has assumed
duties as Registrar of the College.
He has had considerable experience
with the computerizing or record,
keeping. which the College hopes to
utilize in its system.
There was no clock, nor were there
chimes, in 1871 and although the
Bishop had the foresight to have
lamps installed, Gambier was not
yet supplied with the gas necessary
for their implementation. The u.,
luminated texts on the walls were not
commissioned until 1874, and the
Bishop Chase plaque remained in
Rosse until that building was se-
cularized, over twen~ years later,.
In lB71, the Bishop had the
foresight to have lamps in-
stalled, although Gambier
was not yet supplied with
the gas necessary for their
implementation.
"Ihe stained glass windows
are not noted for beauty, al-
though many praised them
at the time, but they were
made during a period when
stained glass art was at a
low ebb." All the seats were assigned; studentsand grammar school boys in the
nave, professors in the west tran-
sept, Bexley students and professors
in the east transept.
This was the building which Bis-
hop Bedell deeded to the College and
the "sole care and oversight of the
Board of 'I'rustees;" Now it has
played a central role in the activities
of the village, parish and Colleges
for one htmdred years. A photo;
graphic exhibit for the library is
being prepared by archivist Thomas
Greenslade, and the Ascension Day
services at 7:30 and 10:00 am 00
May 20th will celebrate the ceoten-
nal of the consecration. The College
archives abounds in material about
the Church and Miss Louise Adams'
book on the parish is a very helpful
source for those interested in the
history of not only the Church of the
Holy Spirit, but Gambier as welL
PEOPLE ON
THE GO
GO
BURGER
CI-lr::F
The Church was designed by G.W.
Lloyd of Detroit and built by Wm.
Fish of Columbus, the interior plan-
ned and all furnighsings chosen by
Bishop Bell and his wife. Particu-
larly when viewed with Rosse in
mind, the new church elicited ef-
fusive (or, occasionally, simply
florid) praises. A writer for the
'Standard of the Cross.' the diocesan
paper printed in Cleveland. rhapso-
dized in the June 10, 1871 issue;
"Old graduates who remember
Rosse Chapel's drearyplainess, will
appreciate, in part at least, our joy
over the long expected change. At
last we have a Church. . .Its grace-
ful spire breaks upon me often as a
fresh surprise ... It is such a
Church as one might picture tohim-
self, by contrast, with the old one.
in his dreams; and it is very plea-
lilt is very pleasant to throw
the blinds open, these fresh
May mornings, and see it
through the branches."
Welcome To
York greenhouses so the windows
could be done as correctly as pes-
sible. Most windows were given in
memory of some member of the
parish and/or conege: the round
window over the gallery in the east
transept depicts an angel ascending
to heaven with the three children
the Bedell's lost; another , in the
entranceway to the nave. com;
memorates Kwakn Lebiete, the son
of an Mricangeneral, whodied while
attending the missionary school es-
tablished briefly at Gambier.
RINGWALT'S
IN DOWNTOWN
~OUNT VERNON
'HOWARD STREET GARAGE
& BODY SHOP
Phone 393·3986 or 392.5131
660 Howard Street
MOunt Vernon, Ohio
College Chex
WITH CHECKBOOK COVERS
IN SCHOOL COLORS & KENYON INSIGNIA
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT AI ..
First-Knox
NATIONAL BANK
Mount Vernon Offices: 1 S. Moin St. . Coshocton Aile.
"THE BANK THAI LIKES HELPING YOU"
Spirit, ca. 1871. There are as yet no clock, chimes, English by, or oubide acceu
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riad: entertaining
and successful
this is a problem within the script
rather than the directing. Although
there were moments of pause be-
cause a lead line had been forgotten,
and the cast laughed at a fewof their
own jokes, it was a very good per-
formance.
The second production was PAPER
OF HIS BmW, directed by Larry
Harbison. It involves Mr. Average,
Sam Steiner, played by Larry Harbi-
son, trying to get a birth certifica~
so that he can go to Europe with fus
wife (Jeanne Patton); Oogawana, a
125 year old Indian (Marc
Donnenfeld)has been trying to get a
birth certificate for forty years, al.,
though why he needs one is not ex-
plained. The story revolves around·
the dreadful idea that if you don't
have a birth certificate. you were
never born and just do not exist. Al-
though it takes Mr. Steiner a bit'
too long to realize this, the length"
is relieved by a suberb performance
by Joe Finnegan, the antagonist,
playing the "they" or "them:"
he plays a number of desk clerks,
a janitor and the "boss man."
THE BEAR was undoubtedly the
best of the TRIAD. This was in-
Continued on Page B
br LieNl Friedrich.
The Gambier Ensemble's produc-
tion of three one act plays, last
week-end in Colburn Ball, was an
overwhebning success, financially
and artisti.cly, The first two plays,
BENCHES and PAPER OF HIS
·BIRTH wen by MichBel"&i8tarich.
a graduate student at Ohio Univer-
sity: the third production was
Checkhov's THE BEAR,
BENCHES, directed by Todd
Leavitt, is basically an existential
comedy. Sidney, a bum, excellently
done by Paul Schaller, has a long
standing personal joke withthe local
cop on the beat, Mike Dougherty.
What ill usually Imownas a bum loaf_
ing on a park bench has been turned
into an imporlant cause: Sidneymust
keep everyone else off the benches
because once a poor tired soul sits
down, death will tallow when hegets
up to leave.
Arnold, an advertising executive,
(Mark Hotmaler), unwittingly sits
down while Sidney is sleeping. He
becomes hysterical whenSidneyand
the cop tinally convince him that he
will never be able to leave the bench;
although he clams down eventually,
he never achieves the grace which
Sidney has in walking from bench to
bench.
Sidney has always been curious as
to what a "widget" is; he asks every-
one and finally the policemanfincls it
in some book. A "widget" turns
out to be a supporting brace under
special park benches; these benches
not only have "widgets, " but the
"widgets" need to be repaired. Jotm
Hinunel and Nancy Monelll, as
Oliver and Hardy, quickly come to
remove thebenchesasSidneycalmly
watches them and Arnold becomes
hysterical once again, this time be-
cause he will be forced off the
benches. The contrast between the
farce of Laurel & Hardy and what
.the audience thinks will be the
'tragedy of Arnold and Sidney is in-
teresting.
As the workmen are about to take
the last bench, Arnold decidestodie
a noble death by jumping oft the
edge. He fmal.ly jumps, lands on the
ground, and is quite alive but with
Sidney laughing at him, he dies.
Whether he dies because he was
thoroughly convinced that he would
die or because ot the shock of the
joke after he has left his family and
his job, is unclear, I suspect that
Mark Hofmaier. Mike Dougherty and Paul Schaller discuss life on
in a_nch in BENCHES. the firsl play of the "Triad" production.
Drama Club, G& S plan
for next year's seasonAirplane Glue &. Natural Habitat
Take Film Festival Laurels
The Drama Club has selected its
new officers and plays for nextyear .
Newly-elected president Thomas
Moore describes next year's theatre
fare as "a balanced season. Al_
though all of the plays have been
done many times before they will be
imaginatively produced. The em,
phasis next year will be production.
The autwnn production will be
Sophocles' "Antigone" which will
be directed by James Patterson, de-
signed by Daniel Parr, andproduced
by Mark Rosenthal, the new vice-
president ofDrama Club, Peg! Good-
man will design costumes for the
show which will have an original
musical score by Paul Schwartz. In
the winter Drama Club will present
Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of
Bein.ltEarnest" directed byHar-lene
Marley. James Michael will direct
the spri ng production of Carlos
Gozzts "The King Stag," Moore
sald that this will be an especially
bill: technical production as the play
is a gimmic-filled fantasy. The show
will be produced by TomMoorewith
costumes by Jessie Woeltz and an
original musical score by Tom
Allen.
Moore, Rosenthal, and the newly,
elected Drama Club secretary,
Frances Babinec foresee what pro.
mises to be an enjoyable and well.
season with the heaviness of "Anu,
gone" followed by what may be the
finest comedy in the English langu,
age in "Earnest" and rounded out
by the colorful festival of "The King
Stag,'
The Gilbert and Sullivan Societ;ris
planning to do either "H.M.s.
Pinafore" at the Hill Theatre or
"The Fantastiks' in Rosse Hall
for "theatre in the round.' Pro,
ducer Craig Jolmson reels that "al-
though the Fantasticks uses a small
cast, it would probably be a more
exciting production for the com.
munity."
"'-----ihis is an unpaid political advertisement
the directors were able to put to-
gether a broad, eclectic program
ranging from animation todocumen-
tary to social commentary and to,
as previously put, generally far-out
films.
by G"" ADdod..
Was it good __well it wasn't bad--
let's call it interesting. Yes but
that's an insult to any art. OKthen,
let's say that it was good and start
from there.
The 5thKenyonFilmakers Festival
held last weekend, while not being a
total financial success due to various
connicting events, proved to be a
good. step towards making the festi-
val an annual event, Thill year's
festival, under (far under?) the
direction of Sam Fitzsimmons with
the help of Andy Brilliant and Greg
Andorfer, attracted films from all
over the country, notably California
and New York. Out of over 70 films
and assorted "reekers" submitted
(over 12 hours of pre-screening),
him to make more films,
Sunday night a winners showing,
determined by student ballot from
the preceeding different program
showings, offered some notable
films.
Quite fwl was "Garbonza," an
animated short, handpainted onfilm,
that was just long enough for an
amorphous monster to eat a tree,
house, person, and disappear. (vjn.,
tense" - Larry Bell) another
·"funny" was "Film Farm," a col-
lection of animated shorts made by
children 11_17. (t'Heavy Kids, Man'
-Lar-ry Bell).
"Horseopera;' an action packed,
film looped (that is repeated se-
quences), super impositioned Oay-
ered film to prod.uce many images),
integrated sound-tracked film, was
an unique answer as to how the
West was won.
"Moson Monika" _ dealing with a
primitive culture, had some very
fine cinematography. One is often
hardened by such continual viewing
of documentary that for many the
subtlety of intent as well as camera
play might have been missed. De_
finitely a first rate film.
Of the more "ari;y"films"Cyber-
netic" was Wldoubtedly the best-
being an advance exploration of
colour and pattern in this medium.
The big winners of the festival, re_
ceiving the same number of student
votes, were "Natural Habitat" and
"Airplane Glue, I Love You!" The
latter, a story of a 25 year_old glue
freak in the sixth grade was an end_
less laugh. Well done and popular,
"Airplane Glue, I Love You" has
the possibilit;y of being a festival
legend.
"Natural Habitat" offered fifleso-
cial commentary, an accurate mir_
ror (with sharp edges), The frying
pan saleswoman's nasal urgings, the,
"far_out" clothing addman__"we do
it to your body so you can do it to
your mind," the manequins, al_
though oddly beautiful, and tl1e5:00
people will long remain a haWlting
memory.
This year the!estival is attempting
to establish a precedent so that the
Kenyon Filmakers Festival could
continue to be a yearly thing (Wl-
Garbonza~like), We look forward to
an expanding of prizes. the possible
inclusion of judges, and a wider in-
terest and recognition among film-
makers. A reliable source mention-
ed that in past years the KFF was
the most respected festival in Ohio.
(Redeem us 0 Kenyon Review).
There is a continuing need to ofler
independent filmakers a forum sJlch
as this for their art, besidellit'san
alternative to the usual menuof saga
films,
critique
This year the festival awarded
$300 in prizes as well as giving one
dollar per minute for every film
actually shown in compenon. (The
actual reekers were quite actual, ego
"art is the essence ot sensual
r-eality;" as those hard-core ntm;
watchers of late Saturday can at-
test.) This practice is well regarded
and encouraging for the filmaker and
attempts to get some money back to
Sakuma
Sakuma, pottery expert whoseworx
recently was displayed in Chalmers
Library, will demonstrate pottery
techniques Sunday, May 9, at 2iOO
p.m. at Cruttwell House. Everyone
is urged to attend.
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TRAUMA DRAMA
by JOiln Silverman
It has been rumored mat from noon-5 P.M. daily, small congregations
of students regularly become oblivious to virtually everything except their
present location and its proximit;y to a television set. The afternoon flights
from Ascension to the Pierce Hall Lounge(or,ior greater privacy, to other
more isolated T.V, lounges) seem so fast as not to account for the actual
motion of walking iliat is prerequisite to situating oneself directly in iront
ot the tube. These rapid flights generally assume the air of an emergency,
which is not Wholly incorrect; for the ascent can be attributed to the
charisma of the daily soap opera, or "the soaps,' as they are called in ilie
vernacular.
My owneJqlerience with soap operas has been limited to my junior high
school days when I played hookey and wanted Woccupy my afternoon with
a dose of real life. In those days, I believed in the plausibility of the
ROdney Harringtons al'!<!BettY Andersons, and me quiet village of Peyton
Place offered an unfortunate kind of existence that, for some WlaccoWltable
reason, was worth knowing about.
I remember on several occasions beingperplexedby my ability to follow
the plot of a given soap opera in two or three sittings during a five month
period. Of course. during that time new characters had moved in on the
scene, and sowe ot the familiar faces had taken trips to New York (for
abortion). Nevada (for divorce), Hollywood (for a menage_a_trois), et at
But then, any sympathetic viewer Imows that an out-of_state trip indicates
that the actor has been cut from the script.
Anyway, m,y contact with what might accurately be called "trauma_
dramlJ' since then has consisted of sporadic glances at Althea Davis
("The Doctors") and her cohorts, while walking by a television set. These
rare times have provided mild amusement. but insufficient intrigue to
warrant more than momentary attention. What is really puzzling though is
the catatonic effect that the soaps are able to induce, and the sense of par_
sOllal catastrophe that accompanies it.
J can remember being very upset in eighth grade when Alison MacKenzie
(Mia Farrow) left home, and my whole day was ruled by a sense of doom.
But at that time, my foundation in reality could be equated with a kind of
negative fruition.
Fortunately, during the last six years, myviewof realit;y has undergone
radical change. Now when I see my peers engrossed in, and utterly com_
mitted to the soaps, Iattempttoaccountfor their reasons. After doing this,
I consider the possibliH;y of the afternoon flight to the Pierce Hall Lounge,
to refresh my own memory. However, realiZing the temptation to im_
mediately hop on a plane to join the studio audience of the soaps, I quickly
nuUi(y this option. Thus, there is one other alternative: I am left to admire
the noon-to_five crew tor their incomprehensible tolerance and empathy,
which I, fortunately or untortunately, do not possess.
The only thing more surprising to friend and orten a teacher by his
many Van Ronk followers at Kenyon peers. Early in her career Joni
than the tact that Dave will be per_ Mitchess gave her now popular
forming here May 10th, was the fact CLOUDSto Van Ronk to record, in-
that all of the 212 tickets for the sistinp: that he did the song better
early performance have notyet been than anyone else could, including-
sold. "I can't believe they haven't hersel!. Bob Dylan, when he first
heard of him!' a friend said to me came to Greenwich VllIagelivedand
the other day. But it's Wlfortunate- studied with Van Rank for many
Jy true. AUtJoughDave presently has months. About this time Dave was
nine albums out (his tenth - VAN giving guitar lessonll in New York,
RONK- will be coming out onPoly. where he taught (among others)
dor June ls0, his music is directed Denni Kalb and Steve Katz how to
toward a comparatively small group play. Dave VanRonkhas been arOW'ld
of followers and fellow artists. He for some time and has probably
has never been a top 40 singer, but played every major gig in the
has always been respected as a country, Heading the bill everyyear
at the Philadelphia Folk Felltival and
the recent Kent State Folk Festival,
Dave has been playing in coffee
houses, clubs, and concert halls for
well over ten years now, He will be
coming to Kenyon College directly
from the Southern Ohio Folk Festi·
val where he again will be sharing
top billing with Doc Watson, Pete
Seeger, Jerry Jeff Walker, Tim
Hardin, and similiar folk singers. U
you've ever seen and hean!.VanHook
play, you Imow that it's more thar
just his voice that you·re conling to
listen to: it's thesingerandtheman,
Dave Van Rpnk. With Lost John
Hutchison, a blue grass artist open.
ing the show at 8:15 p,m. MoodaY
May 10, the Dave Van RonkConcert
is a guarenteed good.time. Yourea-
ill a guarenteed good time, You
really shouldn't miss it! Tickets will
be on sale during lunch and dirlner
in Pierce and the WomansConunons
on Wed., Thurs., and Friday May 5,
6, and 7th. $3.00/ticket.
FreU. from Ohio UDivenritr Folk
Fes:li..r.aL Dan Van Roak will ap-
pear at Eclectic Coffee House.
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Faculty group
formed to aid
local schools
r 1111111111
OVER THE HILL
by Herb Hennil'lgs
Editors' Note-This is the /(JlJtoj a column which has appeared in ellery
issue oj the COLLEGIAN [or the last two years. We would simply like
10 thonk HErb lor his patknce and deuotion. For his last column, Herb
hCUlchm;en what he considers to be the best excerpts [rom Over the HiU.
Defiant bird. meet death
There are a lot of dead birds atDefiance College. No one knows exactly
how many, but it was reported that several hundred English sparrow~ "met
tbeir demise as a result of spraying of a pesticide, The act was deliberate
and premeditated.': It seems that the increased bird population offered a
health problem to the college, so during the first week of classes, an ex-
terminating firm was hired to get rid of the birds. One student described
it as a "bad situation because you woke up and found about five or six birds
around you and you don't know what's happening but they're falling out of
bushes." One person reportedly was able topick up 84 birds off the ground
in five minutes. The poison was so toxic that it also poisoned one of the
professor's cats. No one in the biology department was consulted about the
best way ecologically to get rid of the birds.
Liberal ads s:ludents :100 liberal
by Robin Stevens
Because a school bond issue has
been repeatedly turned down byKnox
County voters, changes will have to
be made in school operatioos next
year. The new levy, needed to meet
the schools' present operating ex-
penses and Cor a slight increase in
costs, has failed three times,
The elementary school day (cur-
rently 9-4) will be cut one hour and
class sizes will be increased due to
a teacher reduction, The highschool
day will also be cut by one hour,
meaning only five class periods each
day.
To take up the slack this will cause,
some faculty wives and professors
have formed a group to consider
Ways of augmenting the curriculum.
Presently in the initial stages, they
have been thinking of developing a
program of courses somewhat along
the lines of a "free school."
Since the school board has not yet
decided where the cuts will be made,
plans are still very flexible. If it is
decided to cut out advanced aca-
demic subjects such as, French 4,
the group will attempt to find an
accredited teacher to conduct
classes.
According to Mr. Owen York, a
member of this group, it is believed
that most of the cuts will come in
subjects of a co-curricular nature
such as orchestra and dramatics.
The group envisions itself as serv-
ing as a clearing house. Realizing
that most students would rather not
study beyond the school day's re-
quirements, they hope to tailor the
program to the desires of the stu-
dents - perhaps with courses not
necessarily offered on the high
school level.
Their aim is not to interfere with
the -cn-going school programs, but
to draw on the strengths of the Gam-
bier community to provide some
supplement for it. Mr. York said
that help from Kenyon and Co-
ordinate College students would be
welcomed - now in thinking of pro-
grams to offer _ and in the actual
teaching or coordinating of groups.
Anyprograms will not be restriet ;
ed to only children of faculty mem-
bers; the only restriction will be that
students be in the district or the
Gambier elementary schools. Pi ,
nanctat problems have yet to be
worked out, and ltls hoped that costs
will be kept to a minimum. Har ,
court Pari sh has offered limited use
of the Parish house {or classes.
Possibly some courses will meet in
private homes.
Mrs. Daniel Kading, also a mem-
ber of the group, said that in ad-
dition to co-curricular .offerfngs,
they would like to strengthen stu-
dents' studies of English. They hope
for programs to stimulate interest
in reading and discussion of liter-
ature and to broaden the range of
students' knowledge.
In tile elementary schools, because
of the increased class c size, there
will be more need for tutors and
people willing to serve in parapro-
fessional roles. Children wil special
problems would get the help they
need; teachers would also be re-
lieved of some of their clerical
duties and other work not related to
actual teaching.
Those students interested in help.
ing with this project should contact
Mr. York or Mr. Goodhandformore
inCormation.
Professors, Warner, Schwarb and Baker ccncentcate on honors.
Gov. James Rhodes of Ohio, arter much soul searching has come up with
a fantistic analysis of student unrest. He theorized that it is only liberal
arts students who are causing all the disturbances. All that philosophy and
history must be going to the kids' heads. You don't see the two year techni-
cal schools rioting do you? His answer Seems to be to change all schools
into technical trade oriented colleges so we can grow up into good, hard-
working Americans like himself.
Brief panty raid at 01ter~in
There was a pantyvr'aid at Otterbein College. There were some panties
thrown out of the girls' dormitories in response to shouts of "We want
panties," but the girls could not show themselves at their windows for fear
of being thrown out "r ",.h""l if they were caught.
Cheesecake~heavy on the Rice
Rice University's yearbook will be a little late, but it will be worth it to
the voyeurs among the student body. It seems that the outstanding male and
female students in the graduating class have decided to appear in the nude.
The female student, Marilyn Johnson, contended that she had only her body
to give to Rice. The publisher however became QUite uptight over the
situation, and refused to print the male nude. After protracted negotiations,
however, and a changing of the picture to a three-quar-ter- view, showing
mostly the rear, the yearbook will soon be available to Rice students.
'Barking bu:l no biJil!-.9 in the- Commons
"Girls will never replace dogs,' commented an irate Wiliiams student
as he was confronted with the new rule at Williams College outlawing dogs
from the Snack Bar and College Dining Commons. The administration
called the move a sanitary measure, but the rule was not greeted with
enthusiasm by the students. Said one outraged sophomore, "dogs are a lot
more entertaining than a lot of people I eat with."
Drunkie See-Drunkie Do
Mount Union College in Alliance, Ohio is currently debating legalizing
alcohol 00 the campus. Throughoutthesediscussions, Kenyon has been cited
as an example (by both sides) of a drinking college. Several students
argued that" ... students are permitted to drink at Kenyon. But after a
few weeks of prolonged drunks, the novelty wears off, that is, they mature
and no one drinks any more than they can handle."
Radio free Wetterville
"Westerville Wanda" is Otterbein's version of Tokyo Rose or Hanoi
Hanna. The girl has been "broadcasting sultry messages of freedom and
salvation" to the men of Capital University in an ertort to get them to throw
the traditional football games between the two schools. It has developed into
such an intense rivalry· that vandals from Otterbein visited Capital recently
Provost Haywood checks his notes before presenting the Ashford
Cup. Given for consistent excellence in drama. rhls year's award
went 10 John Decker.
Alulnni honored
at graduation
by Rob Murphy
1945_47, and Chairman of the Po;
Htical Science Dept. 1948-52. Aside
from his positions within the Col-
lege, McGowan has served as Vice-
Chairman of the Knox Co. Demo,
cratic Part' Committee, 1939_41, a
member of the Gambier Village
Counci11938_41, and a member of
the Knox Co. Selective Service Bd,
1941~45. He is a member of the
American Political Science Assoc.
and the Ohio Historical Assoc. His
special interests in history are the
Civil War and Reconstruction per-
iods and the United States after WW
I. Professor M~Gowan is married,
has two sons, and lives in Mt. ver.,
non.
Another Kenyon graduate to be
honored thisyearis Professor Peter
Taylor. Born in Tennessee in Hl17,
Taylor followed John CroweRansom
to Kenyon after a year at Vanderbilt
University. He was graduated from
Kenyon in 1940, the same year his
first published work appeared in
The Kenyon Review. He has since
written six fiction books and four
plays, the latest oC which (Three
Ghost Plays) will be performed here
in a few weeks. He has been a re-,
cipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship,
a Fulbright Award, and the National
Academy Award for Fiction (1950).
He has taught classes in creative
writing at Kenyon, Harvard, t. of
north Carolina, e. of Virginia, 1.:.
of Chicago, and Ohio State. He is
married, with two children, and lives
in Charlottesville, Virginia.
Mr, Eugene L. Parker is an At-
torney~at_Law in Cieveland wilhthe
firm of Burgess, Fullmer, Parker,
& Steck. Born in that same cit;y in
19M, Mr. Parker attended Cornell
lniversity where he received his
law degree in 1927. He is a member
of the Cleveland Bar Assoc., the
American Bar Assoc., and the Ohio
State Bar Assoc. He has beenPresi-
Sunday, May 30 will be tile day of
Kenyon's 143rd Commencement
ceremony. In addition to the degrees
awarded to the Seniors, honorary
degrees are conferred upon select
individuals.
The honorary degree is not award,
ed for the fulfillment of certain aca-
demic requirements or.renown or
popularity. Instead, it is regarded as
the recognition of a mature career
of distinguished intellectural ach-,
elvement or groat public service;
someone to honor publicly and to
hold up to students for emulation.
The general fields from which re-
cipients are usually chosen are
public affairs, the fine arts, the
sciences, scholarship and education.
religion, social service, theol0?y,
business, philanthropy, and a diS-
tinguished Kenyon alumnus. A
maximum of six honorary degrees
are awarded annually; usually one
from each of the above categories.
They are selected from nominations
from the faculty and members of the
Board of Trustees and deliberated
upon by the Committee on Honorary
degrees.
Of the nine people selected to be
recipients of honorary degrees this
year, five have accepted, two have
declined, and two have given no in-
dication one waS or another.
Kenyon Professor of History and
Political Science StuartR. McGowan
is one of IMs ~·ear's honorarees.
Born in Cleveland in 1904, agradu-
ate of Kenyon ('28) and Western Re-
sene('34), Professor J\lcGowan re·
turned to Kel1,\-'onin 1929 as As.
sistanl to President Peirce. He was
appointed to the facull;,ythe following
~'ear as an instructor in American
History. He was an Asst. Proressor
of History and Political Science
1933-41, served as the College Re-
gistrar 1937-41, D~an"f Students
dent of the Lakewood Rotary Club
and of the Toastmaster's Club as
well as serving as President of the
Ohio State Junior Chamber of Com-
merce. He is married, has a son,
and resides in Bay Village, Ohio.
Yet another Kenyon graduate and
former Trustee of the College will
receive an honorary degree this
month. D. Bruce Mansfieldwasborn
in Hamilton, Ohio in 1910, was grad-
uated Phi Beta Kappa {rom Kenyon
in 1930 and from Duke University
in 1933, He was Professor of Law
at Temple University 1934-38 and
Associate Professor of Law at the
U. of California 1940-41. He served
as senior attorney fortheSecurities
and Exchange Commission, 1938-40,
general counsel for the Ohio Edison
Cc., 1941_48 and president of the
same company since 1954. Mr.
Mansfield is married and lives in
Ohio.
Professor Theodor Gaster of Cot.,
umbia University will be at Kenyon
to receive his honorary degree also.
Born in London, England in 1906,
received his B.A. in Classics {rom
the L"niv. of London, and M.A. in
Archeology from the same Univer-
sity, and a doctorate in the history
of religion from Columbia Univ. He
has been a Guggenheim Fellow, a
Fulbrighl Professor, and aPostgate
prizeman in Comparative Philology.
He has served as professor of Re-
ligion at Barnard College, Columbia,
and Dropsie College in Philadelphia.
A member of numerous scholarly
societies, Prot. Gaster has written
seven major studies on Biblical
thought, dozens of articles for maga-
zines, and has contributed to the
major encyclopedia and dictionaries
on religion.
A columnist once wrote about him:
"He is a big handsome man, this
scholar, a bater or pomposity, a
lover of logic, a excellent mimic,
and absent-minded to the Nth de ,
gree. Often he addresses his cor-
respondence to himself by mistake,
gets it the next morning, and starts
answering it."
He speaks 29 languages and owns
a library of some 40,000 volumes.
He is married, has one daughter and
lives in New York Cit'.
Erik H. Erikson, author, psyche;
analyst, and Harvard professor, a-
long with John W. Gardner of The
Urban Coalition both had to decline
their offers of honorary degrees be~
cause of prior commitments. Pro-
fessor Kenneth B. Elark of Cfty Col-
lege of New York and Senator Gay_
lord Nelson have not yet replied as
to whether or not they will accept
an honorary degree from Kenyon.
An old rule concerningCommence~
ment Exercises has been abolished
by the faculty this year. Seniors will
not be required to be presenUor the
ceremony. They can have their dip-
loma mailed to them if they cannot
or do not attend. This change was
initiated due to the students whohave
expressed that jobs can be more
readily obtained as soon as their
exams have been completed.
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Big Red coming up Sat.
filled in notably at a mid-fieldpOsi_
tlon, a vacancy created by a rash of
injuries earlier in the season. Ta-
vener has registered a point in all
but one of the games that he has
played as a mid-field man this sea-
son, In addition, his mid-fie ld line,
also comprised of center BruceDun;
can and Doug Willson, has wonmore
than 75% of the Iace-ons this spring.
Cronin, who played perhaps his
best game of the season, led the Lord
offense with a total of four goals
and two assists. Freshman Phil
Porter, playing in place of the injur-,
ed Bob Valles, registered a goal and
an assist to further the Lord cause,
New cu rr iculum
requirementsby Tom AndrewOn Thursday, April 29, Kenyon's
varsity lacrosse team defeated a
visiting squad from Ohio University,
9-8, The game was close through-
out, with Kenyon holding slim leads
of 3_2 after the first quarter and 6-4
at halftime. At the end of the third
period, Ohio U. had cut the Lords'
lead to 8-7, and the visitors
eventually tied the game with an
early fourth quarter goal. The win-
ning score for the Lords came with
six minutes remaining on a goal by
Dave Cronin, assisted by the adept
Mike Tavener. Also the team's back;
up goalie this season, 'ravener has
In all, Kenyon put forth a fine team
effort in raising their season's re-
cord to 3_7, The Lords then looked
forward to the Saturday contest a-.
gafnst The College of Wooster.
Kenyon's lacrosse team had adis-
appointing first of May as they played
well against, but still lost to a strong
Wooster team, 5.4, In fact, this was
perhaps the best game for the Lords
this season, including the contests
that they have won. The Wooster
game again proved to be a close and
exciting one, The Fighting Scots
scored a single goal in the first
quarter while the Lords matched it
with a lone goal in the secondperiocl
which tied the game athalftimej Lj .
Wooster outscored Kenyon2.1inthe
third quarter to take a 3-2 lead.
This, essentially, was the margin of
defeat for the Lords as the two teams
battled on even terms during the
final oertod.
Last Tuesday, Kenyon's lacrosse
team assumed the role of a David
against the Goliath as they took on
last year's mid-west champion,
Bowling Green, In an away contest.
The Lords, however, were not true
to the story as they dropped a 9-2
decision to the Green Machine,
Nevertheless, Kenyon did entertain
early visions of an upset as they
were tied with their hosts at half;
time, 2-2, In fact, the Lords were
ahead 2_1 at one point in the second
period, the result of some good ball
control and plenty of all-cut hustle,
Lord hopes fora victory were short,
lived, however, as Bowling Green
scored a minute before halftime to
tie the contest, then proceeded to
turn the game into a rout with four
goals in the third quarter and three
more in the final period, The rout
of Kenyon in thesecondhalCresulted
from Bowling Green-changing their
style of play from a slow, deliberate
attack to a more aggressive, "run-
and-shoot" type offense, Also, BG
was able to control the ball a lot
more during the second half, a fact
reflected in the number of shots
taken by each team. Bowling Green
outshot Kenyon in the first half by
18_12, but widened this margin to
54_19 by the end of the game.
Dave Cronin scored the Lords'
first goal, assisted by Doug Willson,
while Charley Capute, assisted by
Bob Valles, tallied the other Ken-
yon goal. Volles, an offensive stal-
wart, returned to the line-up after
missing six games because of an
injury, Also, Dave Cronin, with 21
goals and 24 assists, for a total of
44 points, is in the thick of the mid.,
west scoring race.
Kenyon's final game of the season
will be at home this Saturday against
Denison University, enother-fcrmid.,
able opponent for the Lords. Denl.,
son is the only team to defeat Bowling
Green thus far this year (7-2).
I. Comprehensive Examination
The student must pass the comprehensive examination or complete
the integrating exercise in his major subject, and he may not be
awarded the degree untn he has done so, no matter what the quality
of his other work. The comprehensive examinations are taken or
the integrating exercises completed late in the senior year.
lJ, The Program of Study
1. In the freshman year, in both the first and second semesters,
the student is enrolled in four departments, In subsequent years
he is enrolled in at least two departments, concurrently,
2. The student is enrolled in agiven department on a quarter ctima
basis or multiples thereof, up to a maximum of three quarters;
time.Coords crush
Wooster 7-6 3. The student may enroll in his major department for up to one-hillf of his total time in residence and in one division for up to
three-quarters of his total time in residence,by Richard Clarke
Before a large, enthusiastic crowd
which braved the bad weather, the
Kenyon Girls' Lacrosse team proved
its superiority as 'the best in the
midwest' by registering a 7~6 win
over the Wooster girls' contingent.
The game was thefinate Ior the gtr-Is
from Gambier and was their first
win follOWing two ties. The game
featured some close checking by both
squads, particularly the Kenyon
girls, who -demonarratef such ag-
gressiveness un ere nerd that one
might have thought they were playing
the Kenyon'S men lacrosse team or
Dent-dec.
The keyed up C.C.girlsgrabbedan
early 2-0 lead on goals by Toni
Forbes and Jinny Buermann. How.
ever, a brief defensive lapse allow-
ed the Wooster squad to take a 3-2
advantage. ButBuermann knotted the
count at 3-3 on a beautiful solo ef_
fort around the goal elUding various
defenders before depOsiting the ball
neatly in the goal, just before half;
time.
m. Residence Requirements
1. Ordinarily students are enrolled for four academic years of
full-time study, A student may not be awarded the degree unless he
has been in residence for two years, including his senior year.
2. The student must earn a satisfactory (C) average in his four
years of work. His work in his major subject and aU his work In
his freshman year will be evaluated on the regular grading scale.
He may elect to enroll for any portion of the remainder of his work
on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis, The student may include in
his ffnal average the equivalent of one half-time enrollment in a
semester graded U orF.Ifheisallowed to continue as a candidate
for the degree alter having had a larger amount of work graded U
or F or after having been expelled from equivalent course work,
he will be required to enroll fer an additional semester of work or
to make up his deficiency through work in summer school.
The C.C. wasted little time in re-
gaining the lead, as shortly after the
beginning of the 2nd half, JjnnyBuer.,
mann, the Lordettes ace scorer
netted her third goal for a hat trick
on abeautlCulpass from Sue Schmidt.
Wooster then rallied to tie it at 4_
aU before Kenyon went ahead for
good. Midway through the 2nd half
Martha Stair raced on a solo effort
downfield and then unloaded the ball
from about 30 feet. The momentum
of her follow-through deposited her
on the turf, but meanwhile the ball
rifled past the startled Wooster
goalie to give the C.C. a 5_4 lead,
They lengthened that lead to 7_4 on
two flashy goals by Sue Schmidt and
then withstood the rush of two late
goals by Wooster to claim the vic-
tory. Libby Arnold was a tower of
strength in goal for the Lordettes,
coming up with many clutch saves
and displaying agility and coolness
under pressure which would have
been worthy even of the men's out-
standing goalie Jimmy Peace. All the
girls deserve congratulations for
their superlative efforts, .Candy
Davis, Kitsy Hanson, Libby Arnold,
Jinny Buermann, Vicki Dapper, Gay
Garth, Martha Stair, Marcy Barr,
Sue Miller, Toni Forbes, Shirley
Low, Caren Barzelay, KimMayhew,
and last but not least, the inspiring
coach of the Lor-dettes Sue Schmidt.
whose famous halftime oration must
be withheld because the COLLEGIAN
must remain a family newspaper,
Triad
Continued from Page 6
evitable because Chekhov is far
superior to Sostarich and although,
perhaps not more talented, Colleen
Kelly, Dan Wilson and Tim Welsh,
simply have more experience in the
theatre. The trio did the acting and
directing, both of which were amaz-.
ing. They used the stage very well
in their movements and it was re-
freshing to see Miss Kelly as some-
thing other than an Innocent young
maiden.
The Gambier Ensemble pro_
duction, TRIAD, was an entertaining,
and at moments, moving evening.
This was nol only because of the
quality of the program but even
more so because of the idea behind
its conception. The ensemble is a
welcome addition to the community;
they represent theatre as it should
be in Gambier. Educational theatre
at its finest. They have thepotentlal
for presenting highly polished pro,
ductions without getting bogged down
with the professional pettiness and
pretentious buffoonery which un.
fortunatelY, often plagues Kenyon's
official productions. Willingness to
accept newcomers with talent butno
experience demonstrates their suc-
cess and the Dramatic Club's
ratture.
3. A student who seeks to graduate early, after six or seven
semesters of work, may petition to do so, Provided he passes the
comprehensive examination or integrating exercise in his major
subject, the faculty may vote to grant him the equivalent of one or
two semesters of work on the grounds of his extraordinary ability
and achievements.
Modifying and Clarifying Motions:
A. In regard to "I. Comprehensive Examinations:"
The major subject is ordinarily defined as the subject matter
of an academic department. A student may, however, submit to
the Curriculum Committee, for its approval, a plan of study
in which the major subject involves coordinated work in two or
more departments. Such request must be accompanied by a
statement of agreement from the departments involved to
undertake to examine the candidate in the interdisciplinary
area.
'------------------"
New plan
Continued from Page 3
the ability to respond to change, and
to serve the varied needs of the
students for whom it exists, . ,
"We have sought a plan with a
minimal number of restraints.
Those restraints included are there
to give broad guidance to each stu-
dent and advisor in planning a pro-
gram of study. Theyexpress eur be;
lief that in a college of controlled
content, unlike the university, there
is no need for specific prescription.
There are many ways to acquire a
liberal education and each student
should be guided to that goal in the
way that is best for him. General
education and liberal education are
not synonymous and the idea tnet re-
quired samplings from various dis-
ciplines leads to a liberally educated
man is a spurious one."
of the week:
by Linda Urban
This new feature has proven to be for its author,
one of the strangest assignments of her lwo year associ-
ahon with the Collegian (nOlwithsfanding the lime she
inferviewed fhree janitors on fhe condition of Gambier
sewage sysems). AHer two jaJ'ring hours of accosting
senior sfudents wUh a mic:rophone-aHer a Saga dinner
no less-the following quotahons were somehow accum_
ulated and provide a sad-funny commentary of fhe
<:lass of 71.
"Fighf."
"I don't know ., the draft or aJ'chitect school. As for
the draft. I don'l know any way out of it, I'm work-
ing on it right now. I have a pretty low draft
number,"
"Are you serious? Well. I've applied to a few grad.
schools. Whether I get in or not Is another maUer."
"Law school ..• definitely!"
"I am going fo get married and Ihen I am going 10
teach,"
"I'm going into the air force. I came up wilh a beauti-
fully low number."
"One of three fhings_teach, graduate school, or Viet-
nam_aU depending on whether that Guy up fhere
likes me."
"I won't be doing anything. I'll be sleeping alot I fhink,"
'Tm going to kill gooks."
"Well, if I don't gef into the army, I'll probably go into
dramafics nexf year . bUf if'll prabably be the
army."
"Graduafe school of biology."
"I have absolutely no idea whatsoever!"
"Only Jesus or my mother know for sure,"
"I'm going to be singing in menial hospifals in Europe."
"Peace Corps."
"---- that's it-nothing."
'Tm going fa Greece and travelling Yes. I am'"
''I'm going fa probably work for one of the television
networks--commercials, advertising, as an aclor:'
'Tm in the army now," (:three choruses)
"Law school, at VanderbiU."
"Med school_but everything is up in the air at this
\ point."
'I don't know for sure,"
"N ext year I'm going to medical schoo1."
''I'll be going to graduate school, Slate University of
Albany."
"Going to graduate school at Norfhwestern:'
"Away. , . Law school."
''I'll be in the medical service corps."
"NeXl year? I don'f really know ... nothing,"
"Selling shoes. . no, I'm joining fhe airforce."
"I hope to go to law school, but I haven't gotten in any-
where so I don't know what I'U be doing next year."
"Well, I got into Georgetown Law school and if I still
want to do fhat this fall. I will. and if I don't I'll
get a job."
"Hi1chike across the counfry. Enjoy life again."
"Living af Gambier, working on a C.O. aJ Mt, Vernon
Stafe hospital and working on privafe arl work.
"Are you kidding? Do you honestly believe I'm capable
of thinking beyond my work in Ihe 'Pit'? AcfuaUy.
grad. school at Harvard:'
"Never mind!"
''I'm going 10 vocallonal school:'
I' ,"Next year " uh ... law school, of course!"
"Becoming my father's partner in business:'
"I've been rejected by them all:'
"Graduat~ work in economics:'
"Law school ... I hope!"
"Plastics , .. yes, period."
"Sornefhing,"
